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ANNOUNCEMENT
DISCLOSURE PURSUANT TO RULE 13.09 OF THE LISTING RULES
UPDATE ON NW TMT COMPLAINT
The board of directors of NWD wishes to announce that under the NW TMT Complaint by NW TMT, a wholly owned
subsidiary of NWD, against Tony Qu and the PrediWave Companies, the Court has decided that NW TMT has won its case
by reason of various defaults by Tony Qu and the PrediWave Companies in complying with various Court orders.
The Court will eventually hear from NW TMT as to how much money NW TMT has lost before deciding the amount to
award, including any punitive amount, under its decision, unless the parties can agree to such an amount. NW TMT will
then based on the Court’s award seek recovery for the amount awarded from Tony Qu and the PrediWave Companies
including their assets.
The current decision of the Court is therefore a step to a process for NW TMT to recover moneys against Tony Qu and the
PrediWave Companies which will take time. The timing and the amount that can eventually be recovered is uncertain yet.
Further, Tony Qu and/or the PrediWave Companies have the right to appeal against the Court’s decision.
Shareholders of NWD and holders of other securities of NWD are reminded to exercise caution when dealing in
the securities of NWD.
NWD will keep shareholders of NWD and holders of other securities of NWD posted on any new development.
Reference is made to the joint announcement of New World Development Company Limited (“NWD”) and New World TMT
Limited (“NW TMT”) dated 27 May 2004 (the “Joint Announcement”). Unless otherwise defined herein, capitalized terms used
in this announcement shall have the same meanings as those defined in the Joint Announcement.
The board of directors of NWD wishes to announce that under the NW TMT Complaint by NW TMT, a wholly owned subsidiary
of NWD, for recovery of investments and damages in excess of US$700 million (equivalent to approximately to HK$5,460
million) against Jianping Tony Qu (“Tony Qu”) (the president and founder of the PrediWave Companies) and the PrediWave
Companies as well as other reliefs (including punitive damages), the Superior Court of the State of California, County of Santa
Clara, in the United States of America (the “Court”) has decided that NW TMT has won its case.
The reasons for the Court’s decision in favour of NW TMT were Tony Qu’s admission in a declaration filed with the Court that
he had provided untrue testimony in at least two depositions and his subsequent violation of a Court order to appear for a
deposition and mandatory settlement conference. The Court also subsequently decided against the PrediWave Companies on 4
December 2006 (U.S. time) for its various defaults in complying with various Court orders.
A default hearing for NW TMT to establish the amount of loss suffered by NW TMT will be set at a future date. Unless the
parties can agree to an amount prior to a default hearing, the Court will, at the default hearing, determine the amount of
compensatory and punitive damages to be paid by Tony Qu and the PrediWave Companies to NW TMT. As NW TMT has to
prove its losses and damages before the Court at the future hearing which will then determine the exact amount to be received
by NW TMT, the amount recoverable by NW TMT cannot be quantified for the moment. NW TMT will then based on the Court’s
award seek recovery for the amount awarded from Tony Qu and the PrediWave Companies including their assets.
The current decision of the Court is therefore a step to a process for NW TMT to recover moneys against Tony Qu and the
PrediWave Companies which will take time. The amount that can eventually be recovered is uncertain yet. Further, Tony Qu
and/or the PrediWave Companies have the right to appeal against the Court‘s decision.
Shareholders of NWD and holders of other securities of NWD are reminded to exercise caution when dealing in the
securities of NWD.
NWD will keep shareholders of NWD and holders of other securities of NWD posted on any new development.
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